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Abstract:

The production probability of x-aesonlc atom In high-

energy nuclear collisions Is estimated by a coalescence model.
The production cross section Is calculated for p*Ne and Ne*Ne
systems at 2.1 GeV/A and 5.0 GeV/A bean energy.

It la shown that

nuclear fragments with larger charge nuabers have the advantage
In the formation of n-mesonic atoms.
proportional to Z
all the above cases.

The cross section

Is

and of the order of magnitude of 1-10 ub In
The production cross sections of K-neaonic

atoms are also estimated.

1.

Introduction
In high energy nuclear collisions, aany kinds of particles

and nuclide are produced.
model ' '

Previously we used a coalescence

to estimate the hypernucleus production probability in

high energy nuclear c o l l i s i o n s and got

the conclusion

that

hypernuclel could be produced with fairly large cross sections,
of the order of magnitude of ub in p+Ne and Ne+Ne c o l l i s i o n s at
2-5 GeV/A3).
As for the branching ratios of the p o s s i b l e
processes,

elementary

those of plon-production q% are «ueh larger than that

of A-partiele, qA, that i s , q,/QA - 102at 5 MeV/A.
This fact suggests us the unnegliglble production probability of ir-mesonlc atoms In high energy nuclear . c o l l i s i o n s .

The

purpose of t h i s paper i s to estimate the v-mesonlc atoa production probability in nuclear collisions by using the coalescence
model.

Numerical calculations are performed in the cases of

p+Ne, Ne+Ne at 2.1 and 5 GeV/c

The model i s also extended to

the case of K-mesonic atom production.

2.

Production cross section of tr-nesonlc atom
The detall3 of the calculation method are described in the

previous papers '
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and only a summary is given here.
1 2)
, the production cross

According to the coalescence model

section of u-mesonic atom is expressed by the product of the »~
meson and nuclear fragment production cross sections as follows:

where k e is the momentum pec particle, m^ - M^/F^, n p - M F /H n >
Y - Ci + ( k c / H n ) 2 ] 1 / 2 , M n the nucleon mass, HT

the pion mass, M p

the fragment mass, and o r la the reaction cross section.

S^p Is

the coalescence factor of a plon and a fragment, which is given
as the overlap between the relative wave function *(r) of a plon
bound with a nuclear fragment F and the spatial distribution of
the source natter D

(r) (i-*,F),

S

irF " »(»FH2*) 3 |dr|*(r)| 2 E ]|F (r) ,

(2)

where

(r) - fdr'D(i°(r+r')0(F)(r') .
If sufficient data of the pion and F-fragnent

production

cross sections are available, we can calculate the right-hand
side of Eq.(1) with theoretically given values of S^f.
In this paper, we estimate those values using models whic"i
can reproduce existing data well.

3.

Coalescence factor

In a ir-mesonle atom, a negative plon Is bound with a
fragment nucleus F through the Coulomb interaction.
We must solve a relatlv'stlc Schrodlnger equation to obtain
the wave function *(r) in Eq.(2), but we approximate i t with the
wave functions of a Hydrogen-like atom, •nln*r6*^"
The spatial extent of the source matter D

(r) Is assumed

to be of a gauasian form as,
D ( 1 ) (r) -'(•»e 1 )" 3 ex P r-(r/B 1 ) 2 D

(1 . i or f) .

(3)

Then, the expression of E^pC*) In Eq.(2) are given as,

where B^

- (U^Bf2)1'2.

As ware functions of highly excited states of a Hydrogen-like
atom are much pushed-out outside of the range of S T p(r), only the
following ground and first excited states (n-1,2) are taken Into
account,

•?oo " 2 ^ ) 3
•200 -

^ h

where Z and aff are the charge of the fragment and the Bohr radius
of a plon bound In the fragment.
cally calculated.

The values of S T F ' S are numeri-

It Is, however, useful to make an approximate

estimation of the main part to see the gross feature of the
coalescence factor.
When the ranee of 5 w F , B ^ , Is smaller than that of wave
f u n c t i o n s , a /?,

the contributions of I s - and Zs-states are

approximated as
(6)

Grossly saying, the coalescence factor shows a cubic dependence
on the charge of a fragment Z.

Therefore nuclear fragments with
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larger charge numbers have the advantage in the formation of
mesonlc atoms.
The coalescence factor for a K~-atom, Sj,_, can be evaluated
by the substitution of a and B - with a v and !)„•?•
n
HP
n
KI
1.

Inclusive Cross Section of r.~ Particles
Inclusive cross section of negatlvn plons are evaluated by

the statistical phase space model

'

.

This model gives the inclusive cross sect Ion as a sum of
contributions of sub-processes

in which M nucleons

In the

projectile A Interact with N nucleons <n the target 6;
ES

TT-"L°AB("'N)#W'») •
dp

Here c A B ( M , N )

(7>

HN
specifies the cross section for the sub-

process and $" MN (P) denotes the momentum distribution of the
particle emitted in the subprocess.

The momentum distribution is

given by the relative value of related phase space volume and
branching

ratios of particle production processes.

As the

•possible type of particle production processes we consider only
that of the it production,
N +N * N * K » c m

(a - 0,1,2,3) .

(8)

Other processes, such as
N + N • N + X * K • ait

(I • A or E) ,

(9)

are Ignored In evaluating the plon production cross reaction,
because Inclusion of such processes gives only a snail perturbatlve effect on the n-produotion cross section.

The effect of the

nuclear Fermi motion on the ^[[(p) is taken into account by the
procedure of Ref.M.

In evaluating the K~-partlcle production

cross section, we also take into account the following process,
N*N

+ N + N + K * K .

(10)

The calculated n~ cross s e c t i o n s In the case of Ne + Ne
c o l l i s i o n at 2.1 GeV/A are shown in Fig.la and compared with the
experiment

.

The theoretical calculation can reproduce the

slope of the experimental curve, but the absolute values of the
cross section are three-times larger than the experimental
values.

He then used theoretical values of cross sections

multiplied by the factor 1/3 as *~ production cross section in
Eq.(1).

Fig.1b shows the experimental K~ cross section for 0°

angle In the
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S1*28S1 system at 2.1 GeV/A7> and the calculated

cross section.

There is overall agreement with the experimental

data.
5.

Nuclear fragment cross section
Nuclear fragments are produced mainly at p e r i p h e r a l

c o l l i s i o n s , whose characteristic feature appears in the factorization of production cross sections Into two p a r t s ,
production ratios and momentum distributions of fragments

Isotope
.

The projectile breaks up into fragments through various
channels and threshold Q-values Oil

of the break-up channels are

related to the Isotopes yields by the formula e x p ( Q ^ V T ) .

Here

T is the temperature of the projectile exited by the collision.
In the projectile rest frame (or in the target rest frame for
target fragmentation), the momentum distribution of a fragment
has a form of a gausslan type, exp(-p /2u p T) In the statistical
model, where Up is the reduced mass of the fragment,

Mp(M p -

M F >/M p , and M p Is the projectile mass.
Then, In the rest frame of the projectile (or in the target
rest frame) the cross section Is given In the nonrelatlvistlc
approximation by

(11)
where o c - * r o 2 ( A p 1 / 3 * A T 1 / 3 - S ) with 6 - 1.6.

6.

Results and Discussion
For the numerical calculations, the sets of parameters are

taken to be same as used in Ref.3.

He took the value of B^p -

5.39 fm (6^ - 6F - 3-81 f n ) 3 ) .
Calculated results of n-oesonic atoa production cross
s e c t i o n s are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 for p*Ne and Ne + Ne
c o l l i s i o n s at 2.1 GeV/A and 5 GeV/A.

The production cross

sections show a gradual increase with the increase of the atomic
number Z as suggested by the dependence on Z approximately given
in Eq.(6).
It is very interesting to compare the above results with the
production cross sections of hypernuclei calculated also with the

coalescence model in Ref.3.

For example, the nuclear fragment

0, which has large isotope production ratio, coalesces with Aand ir~-partleles to form '^0 and »-

0 with cross sections o A F -

2.5 lib and e f F - 65 nb in the He+Ne collisions at 5 GeV/A.
ratio, oi(F/<'Af,, la greater than 10.
that

the formation

probability

The

Checking other cases, we see
of ir-nesonic atoms are, In

average, ten times as large as those of hypernuclel.
The production cross sections of K~-atoms are plotted In
Fig. 1.

The cross sections are about 10^-10

factor smaller than

the »~-atom production cross sections, reflecting the difference
of the magnitude of the *~ and K~ production cross sections.
In the above treatment we Ignored the effects of the strong
Interaction of the meson with the nucleus and the tine dependence
of the coalescence process.
The strong interaction of the mseon with the nucleus Is
usually represented in terms of an optical potential and nay
change the mesonlc wave functions •„£(«") from the hydrogen-like
one due to a point charge.

We evaluate S__(nt) (m - ir or K~) of

Eq.(2) with # n t obtained by using the program code Y3/TC/GA01

,

in which various effects such as strong interaction, finite size
and vacuum polarization are taken Into account.

The optical

potential parameters are taken from Ref.10 for »~ and from Ref.
11 for K~.

The ratios of thus obtained Sj|F(nl) to sJJF(nl) fro«

the hydrogen-like *JJt are illustrated
case.

in Table 1 for the
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C

With these values, we see that the mesonIc atom production

cross sections should be reduced by a factor of 0.7 and 0.1 for
IT" and K~, respectively.

The effect

of temporal distributions for the coalescence of

particles produced in c o l l i s i o n s has been discusse by Sato et
a l . 1 2 ' and also Ko et a l . 1 3 > 1 l | )

He estimated the effect as a

distortion of the particle distributions D
dependence of p a r t i c l e

emissions

reduction factor of S^p, 0.5-0.7

4)

due to the time-

air? got the value of the

for hyper-nucleus formation.

In the case of mesonlc atoms, the range of the mesonic wave
functions is much wider than that of the particle

diatributlons

and we can expect only small reduction of the coalescense factors
SmF (a . * or K).
tn c o n c l u s i o n ,

our c a l c u l a t e d

IT -atom product In cross

sections are In qualitative agreement with theoretical
estimated by using other models
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values
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thea to be negligible snail or a

relatlvlstlc effect of meson wave functions on the coalescence
factor.
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Table 1

The ratios of S_,,(nl) with and without
strong Interaction effect for the

nl

S s p (nt) /sJjF<nl)
K"

0.67

0.11

2P

1.01

0.68

3d

0.91

0.78

Is

12

C case.

Figure Captions

Flg.1. a) n~-energy spectrun at

90* in the c.a.a. resulting froa

Ne+Ne colllsiona at 2.1 GeV/A.
b) K~-energy spectrum at
28

Data are from Ref.6.

0' In the c.a.s. resulting from

S 1 » 2 8 S 1 at 2.1 GeV/A.

Data are from Ref.7.

The

solid lines represent the predictions.
Fig.2.

The production cross sections of * -aesonie atoms In
P+Ne collisions at 2.1 and 5.0 Gcv/A. as a function of
nuclear fragment mass nuaber A_.

The nuaber of the

inside of brackets Indicates an atoalc nuaber.
Fig.3.

The production cross sections of i~-nesonlc atons In
Ne+Ne collisions at 2.1 and 5.0 GeV/A.

Fig.1.

The production cross sections of K~-aesonic atoms In
P+Ne and Ne*Ne collisions at 5.0 GeV/A.
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